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Abstract 
The status quo of ventilation network solution software at home and abroad was studied in detail. It shows that China’s current mode to 
develop ventilation network solution software has many outcomes, such as strong dependence on operation system, closure and uniform 
design style, etc. The significance and difficulties to encapsulate ventilation network solution as COM are also discussed. A COM is 
developed with VB.NET to illustrate the internal realization of ventilation network solution, and finally a new cooperation pattern of 
software companies and research organizations is proposed. Under the new pattern, a platform developed by a software company invokes 
ventilation network solution program encapsulated as COM by a research organization. The new cooperation pattern guarantees 
program’s encapsulation and grafting property, shortens developing period, and reduces costs. 
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1. Introduction 
Ventilation network solution is the basis to manage and optimize ventilation system. However, with the development of 
mining industry, underground roadways are increasing greatly, which leads to the ever-increasing complexity of ventilation 
system and ventilation network solution. Therefore, it is necessary and reasonable to solve ventilation network by 
developing computer software. Many scholars have done numerous deep researches to improve the solution algorithm and 
its computer-aided development method. At present, the most popular mathematical method to calculate ventilation network 
in China is Scott-Hinsley algorithm [1], and mature network solution software tends to be developed with Visual Basics [2] 
or Visual C++. Realizing that ventilation network solution mainly deals with matrix, some scholars try to compile program 
source code with professional mathematical software, such as Matlab [3] and Scilab [4]. In recent years, the development of 
technologies such as 3DGIS [5], ArcGIS [6] and Solidworks [7] makes the transformation of the network solution software 
from two-dimension to three-dimension. Meanwhile, technologies based on internet, such as Browser/Server sharing model 
[8], Web Service [9] and WebGIS [10], enables the shift of network solution software from personal computer console 
platforms to networked ones. In spite of the above progress, the development of ventilation network solution software in 
China does not attain its full development in the form of industry. In comparison, Australia and some developed countries in 
Europe and America have realized the mining software commercialization since 1990s, and numerous mining softwares 
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have expanded their application around the world, such as Datamine [11], Micromine, Surpac [12], Ventilation Design, 
VnetPC [13], Vendis, Mfire [14] and Ventsim [15]. 
The development of ventilation network solution software in China has many outcomes [16], and they’re listed as 
follows. 
x Software developed performs as a close system, which causes difficulties in its redevelopment, function, expansion and 
maintenance. 
x Ventilation network solution software in China is primarily developed by research organizations, and mainly used by 
mining and safety majors. Owing to the developer’s lack of expertise, there are often many issues in the software, such as 
simple interfaces, less-standard layouts, bad interactive operations, and unpredictable bugs resulted from weak 
framework. 
x Generally, there tends to be many issues in the software developed through the traditional cooperation between software 
companies and research organizations. To shorten software developing period, in most cases, the commercial companies 
have to cooperate with research organizations in the form of subcontract or direct invoking of network solution software 
previously developed by these research organizations. Nevertheless, this sort of cooperation pattern cannot guarantee the 
consistence of the whole platform’s design style, especially when the dimensions of the software developed respectively 
by the research organization and commercial company are different. 
These outcomes constrain the development of ventilation network solution software in China. And COM encapsulation 
techniques solve effectively the above problems. 
2. Com packaging principle  
COM, short for Component Object Model, is a group of executable codes compiled as WIN32 dynamic link library or 
executable files to supply services for application programs, operation systems and other components. 
The advantages to encapsulate ventilation network solution as COM are as follows: 
x Dynamic link is adopted by COM to save memories and disk space. 
x A COM can be invoked simultaneously by several application programs. 
x Standard COM will not be subject to program languages of the platform, and performs a good compatibility. 
x With the increasing importance of internet, the requirement for dispersed applications is rising. COM framework could 
simplify the developing process of dispersed applications, and eliminate the difference between remote and local 
operations [17]. 
x COM performs well in the update of software. Once the software is developed, it will not alter any more until the next 
version is compiled to be executable files. Changes of operation system, hardware and clients’ requirements must be 
claimed after that. Since COM can be invoked and discharged dynamically, only if its interfaces remain, will application 
programs access backward compatibility and quick update. Fig 1 shows the difference of update between single-class and 
component-class programs. 
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Fig.1. Illustration of update difference for (a) single-class and (b) component-class application programs 
 
Encapsulating ventilation network solution as COM is not only to code solution algorithm with the standard of COM but 
also to realize some other related functions, such as ventilation system resistance measurement, roadway link simulation, 
fan simulation, fan optimization and wind requirement calculation. Application programs can set relative interfaces to  
invoke the COM to import raw data and export solution results. 
The benefits listed above show that software companies can design the software interface first and then directly invoke 
ventilation network solution COM developed by research organizations. This cooperation pattern will not cause big 
difference in software design style, and also brings into full play the respective professional advantages of commercial 
companies and research organizations professional, which shortens developing period, reduces costs and finally promotes 
the development of ventilation network solution software in China. 
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3. Example and discussion 
3.1. COM encapsulation of ventilation network solution 
The example is developed with VB.NET program language under Visual Studio 2010 development environment. The 
primary functions of this COM whose namespace is ComVNet consist of ventilation system resistance measurement, 
ventilation network solution, roadway link simulation, fan simulation, fan optimization and wind requirement calculation. 
The COM encapsulates 6 COM classes: Com_VNet, Branch, Node, Fan, ResB and ResF. Of these classes, Com_VNet 
encapsulates the main procedures of each function module; Branch, Node and Fan classes encapsulates input parameters 
representing the data of branches, nodes and fans of ventilation network respectively; ResB and ResF encapsulates output 
parameters related with the data of branches and fans respectively. The main procedures and parameters in each COM class 
are listed in Table 1.  
 
                                 Table1. The main procedures and parameters of each class 
Class Procedure/Parameter Function Description 
Branch 
SetBranch transform raw branch data for solution 
GetBranch get transformed branch data inside the COM 
Node 
SetNode transform raw node data for solution 
GetNode get transformed node data inside the COM 
Fan SetFan transform raw fan data for solution 
ResB 
SetResB transform solution results to export branch data 
GetResB get branch-related solution results outside the COM 
ResF 
SetResF transform solution results to export fan data 
GetResF get fan-related solution results outside the COM 
Com_VNet 
Nvpn switch for natural pressure(1-ON, 0-OFF) 
AirBase The basic air node 
AirNode( ) air node array 
CTrbdat( ) dynamic array to be loaded with branch data 
CTrPdat( ) dynamic array to be loaded with node data 
CTrFdat( ) dynamic array to be loaded with fan data 
CTrRB( ) dynamic array to be loaded with branch-related results 
CTrRF( ) dynamic array to be loaded with fan-related results 
AddBranch load CTrbdat with branch data for solution 
AddNode load CTrPdat with node data for solution 
AddFan load CTrFdat with fan data for solution 
AddResB initialize CTrRB for solution 
AddResF initialize CTrRF for solution 
VNetsim the main procedure of network solution 
 
Specific procedures to solve ventilation network with VNetsim function in Com_VNet class are as follows: 
x Raw data related with branches, nodes and fans are transformed into the data of Branch, Node and Fan class respectively 
through procedure SetBranch, SetNode and SetFan. The transformed data are then to be filled into CTrbdat, CTrPdat and 
CTrFdat through procedure AddBranch, AddNode and AddFan respectively. The dynamic array CTrRB and CTrRF 
should also be initialized through procedure AddResB and AddResF respectively at the beginning to make sure that they 
can be loaded with new results related with branches and fans. 
x VNetsim function is invoked to solve ventilation network with natural pressure switch nvp, the basic air node AirBase, 
air node array AirNode, CTrbdat loaded with transformed branch data, CTrPdat loaded with transformed node data and 
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CTrFdat loaded with transformed fan data as the input. After solution, CTrRB and CTrRF are loaded with branch-related 
and fan-related results respectively. 
x At length, solution results related with branch and fan can be attained outside the COM through procedure GetResB and 
GetResF. The network solution procedure inside the COM is schematically shown in Fig 2.  
 
 
Branch Class Node Class Fan Class
SetBranch SetNode SetFan
AddBranch AddNode AddFan
GetResB GetResF
CTrRB(-1)
AddResB
CTrRF(-1)
AddResF
vnp,AirBase,AirNode
Raw Data of Branch Raw Data of Node Raw Data of Fan
CTrbdat( ) CTrPdat( ) CTrFdat( )
VNetsim
CTrRB( ) CTrRF( )
Branch related Results Fan Related Results  
Fig.2.  Network solution procedure inside the COM 
 
3.2. Invokation of the COM 
Windows operation system allows users to invoke the third party .NET COM registered with the command regasm[ ]. 
Some screenshots are presented below to show a general invocation of the ventilation network solution COM. Among them, 
Fig 3(a) shows working faces’ wind requirement calculation; Fig 3(b) displays some details of fan optimization; Fig 3(c) 
presents ventilation network solution under air-door settings; and Fig 3(d) involves network solution under roadway run-
through. 
 
(a)  (b)  
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(c)  (d)  
Fig.3. Panels of (a) air volume requirement calculation, (b) fan optimization, (c) ventilation system simulation under air-door settings and (d) ventilation 
system simulation under roadway run-through 
 
3.3. Difficulty analysis of COM packaging 
Although the significance is obvious to package ventilation network solution in the form of COM, there’re also some 
technique difficulties, for example: 
x COM itself does not have good interaction, and thus each input parameter should be set as a separate variable. 
x Generally, the COM does not package forms, while the debug phase of COM packaging still depends on graphical user 
interface. Besides, it is difficult for COM to draw figures automatically, such as network graph and pressure chart whose 
realizations basically rely on forms.  
4. Conclusions 
x The COM packaging technique of ventilation network solution performs well in the aspects of dynamic invocation, 
compatibility and update. The new cooperation pattern under which professionals develop ventilation network solution 
COM and software companies develop application platforms can bring their respective advantages into full play, shorten 
developing period, reduce costs and finally promote fast commercialization of ventilation network solution software in 
China. 
x An example of ventilation network solution COM is developed with VB.NET under Visual Studio 2010 environment. 
The COM packages some function modules, such as ventilation system resistance measurement, ventilation network 
solution, roadway run-through simulation, fan simulation, fan optimization and wind requirement calculation and so on; 
under Windows Operating System, application platforms with suitable interfaces matched with the COM can register it  
with the comand “Regasm” to invoke the COM flexibly. 
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